
The first @unitednations conference on the human environment @Stockholmplus50 delivered a 
global awakening in 1972. It was the starting point for shared commitment and joint actions on 
behalf of a healthy planet. 🙌  It spurred bold policymaking and technical progress. Now – 50 
years later – it’s time to meet again.  

Since last time, we’ve made a remarkable difference together: 

👉  Several endangered species saved! 😻  
The peregrine falcon flies again! Eliminating agricultural pesticides and giving stronger protection 
helped the world’s fastest bird return to its former strongholds. 🥰  Many more species are being 
helped back from the brink. In Kenya, sensor technology from Sweden is protecting the black 
rhino.🦏  It helps park rangers protect these animals from hunters over vast areas. Great job 
@smartsavannahs and @liu! 

👉  The end of leaded fuel! 🎉  

A serious environmental threat to human health is finally off the market 🙌  Leaded fuel is now no 

more on the planet 🌏  Next stop for Sweden: a fossil-free transport sector inspired by the Paris 

Agreement. 🚚🚙🏍  Right @volvotrucks @scaniagroup @ridecake and @einride?

Several endangered 
species saved! 🐳
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Now: Swedish 
sensor technology 
saves black rhinos. 
🦏

Post 1: Carousel on Instagram or post with multiple images on Facebook

Fifty years of 
global 
climate 
action. 👊 👉

👉  A recovering ozone layer! ☀   
Since 1987, the Montreal Protocol has regulated the use and production of nearly 100 man-made 
ozone-depleting substances. 🧪 In 2013 came the good news: the ozone layer is actually healing. 
Modern refrigerators are part of the solution. Swedish @electrolux plans to replace high-impact 
greenhouse gases in all of its appliances by 2023. 😎  

We call on the brave and the brains to join us in speeding the green transition and achieve 
prosperity together. 🌍  Creative partners from business, politics and academia stand ready to 
find the never-seen-before solutions we all need, turning challenges into opportunities. Let’s 
pioneer the possible and find new ways forward together! 

More about the historic Stockholm+50 meeting and how policies can change the world: 
stockholm50.global 

#unitednations #Stockholm50 #OnlyOneEarth #SDGs #pioneerthepossible  
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http://www.stockholm50.global


The energy use of 
household 
appliances in EU ⬇ 
>60% since 1990.⚡

Next stop for 
Sweden: a fully 
fossil-free vehicle 
fleet. 🌱

No more leaded 
fuel on the planet. 
🙌 🐳

Chemicals out – the 
ozone layer is 
healing. 🧪😎
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Post 1: cont.



Post 1: cont.



Post 2: Instagram and Facebook

The greatest 
co-lab in 
human history 
goes on. 🧠

Shared challenges are best solved together.🤝  Thank you @country for 
joining the @unitednations environmental meeting @Stockholmplus50 to 
deliver on the Sustainable Development Goals. What actions are you up for 

next? 🤔  

Bring your talent, business ideas and investments and join us for the 
greatest and greenest co-lab in human history. Let’s find, test and 
implement the solutions we all desire to crack the carbon puzzle and spur 
prosperity. Together we’ll pioneer the possible! 

Learn more about global policies and joint actions for healthy planet: 
stockholm50.global 

#unitednations #Stockholm50 #OnlyOneEarth #SDGs #pioneerthepossible  
Tag the country or representative 
that you are working with in the text. 

https://www.stockholm50.global


Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories

Fifty years of 
global climate 
action.👊  
And the results 
are…

QUIZ: STOCKHOLM+50



No more leaded fuel on the planet! 

🌏  A serious environmental threat to 
human health is finally off the 

market. 🙌  

Next stop for Sweden: a fossil free 
transport sector inspired by the Paris 

Agreement. 🚚🚙🏍  Right Volvo 
Trucks, Scania, Cake and Einride?

Which substance has 
been reduced from 
fuel? 

Lead 

Coal 

Arsenic

#1

Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, first question

Tag: @volvotrucks @scaniagroup  
@ridecake and @einride in the 
image.

Use the quiz sticker in the 
Instagram app and place it as in 
the image.



The peregrine falcon flies again! 
Phasing out agricultural pesticides 
and stronger protection helped the 
world’s fastest bird to return to its 

former strongholds. 🥰  

Many more species are being saved! 
In Kenya, sensor technology from 
Sweden is protecting the black 

rhino.🦏  It helps park rangers 
protect these animals from hunters 
over vast areas. Great job Smart 
Savannas and Linköping University!

Several endangered 
species saved. Pick 
the bird! 

Enhydra lutris 

Falco peregrinus 

Balaenoptera 
musculus

#2

Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, second question

Tag: @smartsavannas and @liu in the  
image.

Use the quiz sticker in the 
Instagram app and place it as in 
the image.



Since 1987 the Montreal Protocol has 
regulated the use and production of 
nearly 100 man-made ozone-

depleting substances. 🧪 Good news 
in 2013: the ozone layer is actually 
healing.  

Modern refrigerators are part of the 
solution: Swedish Electrolux plans 
to replace high-impact greenhouse 
gases in all of its appliances by 

2023. 😎

Which global agreement 
protects the ozone layer? 

Montreal Protocol 

Bonn Agreement 

Amazon Cooperation Treaty

#3

Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, third question

Tag: @electrolux in the image.

Use the quiz sticker in the 
Instagram app and place it as in 
the image.



How did it go? 

👍 
👎

Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, final question

Use the vote sticker in the Instagram 
app and place it as in the image.



Great things can 
be achieved when 
countries work 
together 🤝 What’s 
the world up to 
next? Follow 
Stockholm+50 
here! 👇

embed link to stockholm+50 
(https://www.stockholm50.global) 

Tag: @unitednations, @Stockholmplus50 

Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, cont.

https://www.stockholm50.global
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Post 3: quiz for Instagram stories, final image/film


